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Abstract. We investigate the relation between changes in dynamic and thermodynamic anomalies arising from the presence 
of the liquid-liquid critical point in (i) Two models of water, TIP5P and ST2, which display a first order liquid-liquid 
phase transition at low temperatures; (ii) the Jagla model, a spherically symmetric two-scale potential known to possess a 
liquid-liquid critical point, in which the competition between two liquid structures is generated by repulsive and attractive 
ramp interactions; and (iii) A Hamiltonian model of water where the idea of two length/energy scales is built in; this 
model also displays a first order liquid-liquid phase transition at low temperatures besides the first order liquid-gas phase 
transition at high temperatures. We find a correlation between the dynamic fragility crossover and the locus of specific heat 
maxima Cp'^'^ ("Widom line") emanating from the critical point. Our findings are consistent with a possible relation between 
the previously hypothesized liquid-liquid phase transition and the transition in the dynamics recently observed in neutron 
scattering experiments on confined water. More generally, we argue that this connection between Cp'^'^ and the dynamic 
crossover is not limited to the case of water, a hydrogen bonded network liquid, but is a more general feature of crossing the 
Widom line, an extension of the first-order coexistence line in the supercritical region. We present evidence from experiments 
and computer simulations supporting the hypothesis that water displays polyamorphism, i.e., water separates into two distinct 
liquid phases. This concept of a new liquid-liquid phase transition is finding application to other liquids as well as water, 
such as silicon and silica. We also discuss related puzzles, such as the mysterious behavior of confined water and the "skin" 
of hydration water near a biomolecule. Specifically, using molecular dynamics simulations, we also investigate the relation 
between the dynamic transitions of biomolecules (lysozyme and DNA) and the dynamic and thermodynamic properties of 
hydration water. We find that the dynamic transition of the macromolecules, sometimes called a "protein glass transition", 
occurs at the temperature of dynamic crossover in the diffusivity of hydration water, and also coincides with the maxima of 
the isobaric specific heat Cp and the temperature derivative of the orientational order parameter. We relate these findings to the 
hypothesis of a liquid-liquid critical point in water. Our simulations are consistent with the possibility that the protein glass 
transition results from a change in the behavior of hydration water, specifically from crossing the Widom line. 
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Background 

One "mysterious" property of liquid water was recog
nized 300 years ago [1]: although most hquids contract 
as temperature decreases, liquid bulk water begins to ex
pand when its temperature drops below 4°C. Indeed, a 
simple kitchen experiment demonstrates that the bottom 
layer of a glass of unstirred iced water remains at 4°C 
while colder layers of 0°C water "float" on top (cf, Fig. 1 
of Ref [2]). The mysterious properties of liquid bulk 
water become more pronounced in the supercooled re
gion below 0°C [3, 4, 5]. For example, if the coefficient 
of thermal expansion ap, isothermal compressibility iTr, 
and constant-pressure specific heat Cp are extrapolated 
below the lowest temperatures measurable they would 
become infinite at a temperature of 7̂  « 228 K [3, 6]. 

Water is a liquid, but glassy water—also called amor
phous ice—can exist when the temperature drops be
low the glass transition temperature Tg. Although it is a 
solid, its structure exhibits a disordered molecular liquid
like arrangement. Low-density amorphous ice (LDA) has 
been known for 60 years [7], and a second kind of amor
phous ice, high-density amorphous ice (HDA) was dis
covered in 1984 [8, 9,10]. HDA has a structure similar to 
that of high-pressure liquid water, suggesting that HDA 
may be a glassy form of high-pressure water [11, 12], 
just as LDA may be a glassy form of low-pressure water 
Water has at least two different amorphous solid forms, 
a phenomenon called polyamorphism [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19], and recently additional forms of glassy water 
have been the focus of active experimental and computa
tional investigation [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. 
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Current Hypotheses 

Many classic "explanations" for the mysterious behav
ior of hquid bulk water have been developed [29, 30, 31, 
32, 33, 34], including a simple two-state model dating 
back to Rontgen [35] and a clathrate model dating back 
to Pauling [36]. Three hypotheses are under current dis
cussion: 

(i) The stability limit hypothesis [37], which assumes 
that the spinodal temperature line Ts{P) between 
two liquids with different densities in the pressure-
temperature {P — T) phase diagram connects at neg
ative P to the locus of the liquid-to-gas spinodal for 
superheated bulk water. Liquid water cannot exist 
when cooled or stretched beyond the line Ts{P). 

(ii) The singularity-free hypothesis [38], considers the 
possibility that the observed polyamorphic changes 
in water resemble a genuine transition, but is not. 
For example, if water is a locally-structured tran
sient gel comprised of molecules held together by 
hydrogen bonds whose number increases as temper
ature decreases [39,40,41], then the local "patches" 
or bonded sub-domains [42, 43] lead to enhanced 
fluctuations of specific volume and entropy and 
negative cross-correlations of volume and entropy 
whose anomalies closely match those observed ex
perimentally, 

(iii) The liquid-liquid (LL) phase transition hypothesis 
[44] arose from MD studies on the structure and 
equation of state of supercooled bulk water and 
has received some support [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 
51, 52, 53]. Below the hypothesized second criti
cal point the liquid phase separates into two distinct 
liquid phases: a low-density liquid (LDL) phase at 
low pressures and a high-density liquid (HDL) at 
high pressure (Fig. 1). Bulk water near the known 
critical point at 647 K is a fluctuating mixture of 
molecules whose local structures resemble the liq
uid and gas phases. Similarly, bulk water near the 
hypothesized LL critical point is a fluctuating mix
ture of molecules whose local structures resemble 
the two phases, LDL and HDL. These enhanced 
fluctuations influence the properties of liquid bulk 
water, thereby leading to anomalous behavior. 

Selected Experimental Results 

Many precise experiments have been performed to test 
the various hypotheses discussed in the previous section, 
but there is as yet no widespread agreement on which 
physical picture—if any—is correct. The connection be
tween liquid water and the two amorphous ices predicted 
by the LL phase transition hypothesis is difficult to prove 

experimentally because supercooled water freezes spon
taneously below the homogeneous nucleation tempera
ture TH, and amorphous ice crystallizes above the crys
tallization temperature Tx [54, 55, 56]. Crystallization 
makes experimentation on the supercooled liquid state 
between TH and Tx almost impossible. However, com
paring experimental data on amorphous ice at low tem
peratures with that of liquid water at higher temperatures 
allows an indirect discussion of the relationship between 
the liquid and amorphous states. It is found from neutron 
diffraction studies [12] and simulations that the struc
ture of liquid water changes toward the LDA structure 
when the liquid is cooled at low pressures and changes 
toward the HDA structure when cooled at high pressures, 
which is consistent with the LL phase transition hypoth
esis [12]. The amorphous states (LDA and HDA) are 
presently considered to be "smoothly" connected ther-
modynamically to the liquid state if the entropies of the 
amorphous states are small [57, 58], and experimental 
results suggest that their entropies are indeed small [59]. 

In principle, it is possible to investigate experimentally 
the liquid state in the region between TH and 7> during 
the extremely short time interval before the liquid freezes 
to crystaUine ice [17, 56, 60]. Because high-temperature 
liquid bulk water becomes LDA without crystallization 
when it is cooled rapidly at one bar [16, 61], LDA ap
pears directly related to liquid water. A possible connec
tion between liquid bulk water at high pressure and HDA 
can be seen when ice crystals are melted using pres
sure [17]. Other experimental results [56] on the high-
pressure ices [34, 62] that might demonstrate a LL first-
order transition in the region between TH and Tx have 
been obtained. 

Selected Results from Simulations 

Water is challenging to simulate because it is a molec
ular liquid and there is presently no precise yet tractable 
intermolecular potential that is universally agreed on. 
Nevertheless there are some distinct advantages of simu
lations over experiments. Experiments cannot probe the 
"No-Man's land" that arises in bulk water from homo
geneous nucleation phenomena, but simulations have the 
advantage that they can probe the structure and dynam
ics weU below TH since nucleation does not occur on 
the time scale of computer simulations. Of the three hy
potheses above, the LL phase transition hypothesis is 
best supported by simulations, some using the ST2 po
tential which exaggerates the real properties of bulk wa
ter, and others using the SPC/E and TIP4P potentials 
which underestimate them [44, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. Re
cently, simulations have begun to appear using the more 
rehable TIP5P potential [68, 69, 70]. The precise loca-
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tion of the LL critical point is difficult to obtain since the 
continuation of the first order line is a locus of maximum 
compressibility [63, 64, 66]. 

Further, computer simulations may be used to probe 
the local structure of water At low temperatures, many 
water molecules appear to possess one of two principal 
local structures, one resembling LDA and the other HDA 
[63, 44, 65, 71]. Experimental data can also be inter
preted in terms of two distinct local structures [72, 73, 
74]. 

Understanding "Static Heterogeneities" 

The systems in which water is confined are diverse— 
including the rapidly-developing field of artificial 
"nanofluidic" systems (man-made devices of order of 
nanometer or less that convey fluids). Among the special 
reasons for our interest in confined water is that phenom
ena occurring at a given set of conditions in bulk water 
occur under perturbed conditions for confined water 
[75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88]. 
For example, the coordinates of the hypothesized LL 
critical point lie in the experimentally-inaccessible No-
Man's land of the bulk water phase digram, but appear 
to lie in an accessible region of the phase diagrams of 
both two-dimensionally and one-dimensionally confined 
water [89, 90]. Simulations have been carried out to 
understand the effect of purely geometrical confine
ment [91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96] and of the interaction 
with hydrophflic [97, 98, 99, 100, 101] or hydrophobic 
[102, 103, 104, 105] surfaces. It is interesting also 
to study the effects that confinement may have on 
the phase transition properties of supercooled water 
[96], in order to clarify the possible presence of a 
LL phase transition in the water Recent work on the 
phase behavior of confined water suggests a sensitive 
dependence on the interaction with the surfaces [104], 
as a LL phase transition appears to be consistent with 
simulations of water confined between two parallel flat 
hydrophobic walls [94]. Works are in progress to extend 
this work to hydrophilic pores, such as those in Vycor 
glasses or biological situations, and to hydrophobic 
hydrogels, systems of current experimental interest 
[106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 94, 
116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121]. 

Potentials with Two Characteristic Length 
Scales: Physical Arguments 

A critical point appears if the pair potential between 
two particles of the system exhibits a minimum, and 
Fig. 1 a sketches the potential of such an idealized sys-

1 

FIGURE 1. (a) Idealized system characterized by a pair in
teraction potential with a single attractive well. At low enough 
T (T < TQ) and high enough P (P> PQ), the system condenses 
into the "liquid" well shown, (b) Idealized system character
ized by a pair interaction potential whose attractive well has 
two sub-wells, the outer of which is deeper and narrower. For 
low enough T (T < Tc') and low enough P (P < Pc'), the one-
phase liquid can "condense" into the narrow outer "LDL" sub-
well, thereby giving rise to a LDL phase, and leaving behind 
the high-density liquid phase occupying predominantly the in
ner subwell. (c) Two idealized interaction clusters of water 
molecules in configurations that may correspond to the two 
sub-wells of (b). 

tem. At high temperature, the system's kinetic energy 
is so large that the potential well does not have an ef
fect, and the system is in a single "fluid" (or gas) phase. 
At low enough temperature (T < Tc) and large enough 
pressure (P > Pc) the fluid is sufficiently influenced by 
the minimum in the pair potential that it can condense 
into the low specific volume liquid phase. At lower pres
sure (P < Pc), the system explores the fiill range of 
distances—^the large specific volume gas phase. 

If the potential well has the form shown in Fig. lb— 
the attractive potential well of Fig. la has now bifurcated 
into a deeper outer sub-well and a more shallow inner 
sub-well. Such a two-minimum ("two length scale") po
tential can give rise to the occurrence at low tempera
tures of a LL critical point at {Tci,Pc>) [122]. At high 
temperature, the system's kinetic energy is so large that 
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the two sub-wells have no appreciable effect on the ther
modynamics and the liquid phase can sample both sub-
wells. However, at low enough temperature {T < Tci) and 
not too high a pressure (P < Pc) the system must re
spect the depth of the outer sub-well so the liquid phase 
"condenses" into the outer sub-well (the LDL phase). At 
higher pressure it is forced into the shallower inner sub-
well (the HDL phase). 

The above arguments concern the average or "thermo
dynamic" properties, but they may also be useful in an
ticipating the local properties in the neighborhood of in
dividual molecules [123]. Consider, again, an ideahzed 
fluid with a potential of the form of Fig. la. and suppose 
that T is, say, 1.2 Tc so that the macroscopic liquid phase 
has not yet condensed out. Although the system is not en
tirely in the liquid state, small clusters of molecules begin 
to coalesce into the potential well, thereby changing their 
characteristic interparticle spacing (and hence their local 
specific volume) and their local entropy, so the fluid sys
tem will experience spatial fluctuations characteristic of 
the liquid phase even though this phase has not yet con
densed out of the fluid at r = 1.2 Tc. Specific volume 
fluctuations are measured by the isothermal compress
ibility and entropy fluctuations by the constant-pressure 
specific heat, so these two functions should start to in
crease from the values they would have if there were no 
potential well at all. As T decreases toward Tc, the mag
nitude of the fluctuations (and hence of the compressibil
ity and the specific heat) increases monotonically and in 
fact diverges to infinity as T ^ 2c. The cross-fluctuations 
of specific volume and entropy are proportional to the co
efficient of thermal expansion, and this (positive) func
tion should increase without limit as T ^ Tc. 

Consider an idealized fluid with a potential of the form 
of Fig. lb, and suppose that T is now below Tc but is 
20 percent above Tci, so that the LDL phase has not yet 
condensed out. The liquid can nonetheless begin to sam
ple the two sub-wells and clusters of molecules will be
gin to coalesce in each well, with the result that the liq
uid will experience spatial fluctuations characteristic of 
the LDL and HDL phase even though the liquid has not 
yet phase separated. The specific volume fluctuations and 
entropy fluctuations will increase, and so the isothermal 
compressibility KT and constant-pressure specific heat 
Cp begin to diverge. Moreover, if the outer well is nar
row, then when a cluster of neighboring particles sam
ples the outer well it has a larger specific volume and a 
smaller entropy, so the anticorrelated cross-fluctuations 
of specific volume (the isothermal expansion coefficient 
ap) is now negative, and approaching -oo as T decreases 
toward Tc. 

Now if by chance the value of Tc is lower than the 
value of TH, then the phase separation discussed above 
would occur only at temperatures so low that the liquid 
would have frozen! In this case, the "hint" of the LL crit

ical point C is the presence of these local fluctuations 
whose magnitude would grow as T decreases, but which 
would never actually diverge if the point C is never ac
tually reached. Functions would be observed experimen
tally to increase as if they would diverge to °° or -oo but 
at a temperature below the range of experimental acces
sibility. 

Now consider not the above simplified potential, but 
rather the complex (and unknown) potential between 
nonlinear water molecules. The tetrahedrality of water 
dictates that the outermost well corresponds to the or
dered configuration with lower entropy. Thus although 
we do not know the actual form of the intermolecular po
tential in bulk water, it is not implausible that the same 
considerations apply as those discussed for the simpli
fied potential of Fig. lb. Indeed, extensive studies of such 
pair potentials have been carried out recently and the ex
istence of the LL critical point has been demonstrated in 
such models [124, 47, 48, 125, 50, 51, 52, 53, 143, 144, 
145, 146, 147]. 

To make more concrete how plausible it is to obtain a 
bifurcated potential well of the form of Fig. lb, consider 
that one can crudely approximate water as a collection of 
5-molecule groups called Walrafen pentamers (Fig. Ic) 
[73]. The interaction strengths of two adjacent Walrafen 
pentamers depends on their relative orientations. The 
first and the second energy minima of Fig. lb correspond 
to the two configurations of adjacent Walrafen pentamers 
with different mutual orientations (Fig. Ic). 

The two local configurations—#1 and #2 in Fig. Ic— 
are (i) a high-energy, low specific volume, high-entropy, 
non-bonded #1-state, or (ii) a low-energy, high specific 
volume, low-entropy, bonded #2-state. The difference in 
local structure is also the difference in the local structure 
between a high-pressure crystalline ice (such as ice VI 
or ice VII) and a low-pressure crystalline ice (such as ice 
h) [34] (Fig. Ic). 

The region of the P-T plane along the line continu
ing from the LDL-HDL coexistence line extrapolated to 
higher temperatures above the second critical point is the 
locus of points where the LDL on the low-pressure side 
and the HDL on the high-pressure side are continuously 
transforming—it is called the Widom line, defined to be 
the locus of points where the correlation length is max
imum. Near this line, two different kinds of local struc
tures, having either LDL or HDL properties, "coexist" 
[71, 126, 127]. The entropy fluctuations are largest near 
the Widom line, so Cp increases to a maximum, display
ing a A-like appearance [128]. The increase in Cp [58] 
resembles the signature of a glass transition as suggested 
by mode-coupling theory [129, 130, 131]. Careful mea
surements and simulations of static and dynamic corre
lation functions [126, 132, 133, 134, 135] may be useful 
in determining the exact nature of the apparent singular 
behavior near 220K. 
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Potentials with Two Characteristic Length 
Scales: Tractable Models 

The above discussion is consistent with the possible 
existence of two well-defined classes of liquids: sim
ple and water-like. The former interact via spherically-
symmetric non-softened potentials, do not exhibit ther
modynamic nor dynamic anomalies. We can calculate 
translational and orientational order parameters (t and 
q), and project equilibrium state points onto the {t,q) 
plane thereby generating what is termed the Errington-
Debenedetti (ED) order map [136,43]. In water-like liq
uids, interactions are orientation-dependent; these liq
uids exhibit dynamic and thermodynamic anomalies, and 
their ED "order map" is in general two-dimensional but 
becomes linear (or quasi-linear) when the liquid exhibits 
structural, dynamic or thermodynamic anomalies. 

Hemmer and Stell [137] showed that in fluids inter
acting via pairwise-additive, spherically-symmetric po
tentials consisting of a hard core plus an attractive tail, 
softening of the repulsive core can produce additional 
phase transitions. This pioneering study elicited a con
siderable body of work on so-called core-softened po
tentials which can generate water-like density and diffu
sion anomalies [137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 
145,146,147,151,152,153,154,155,156]. This impor
tant finding implies that strong orientational interactions, 
such as those that exist in water and silica, are not a nec
essary condition for a liquid to have thermodynamic and 
dynamic anomalies. 

A softened-core potential has been used [122] to ex
plain the isostructural solid-solid critical point present in 
materials such as Cs and Ce, for which the shape of the 
effective pair potential obtained from scattering exper
iments is "core-softened" [4, 122, 140, 157, 158]. Ana
lytical work in 1D suggests a LL phase transition, and the 
existence at r = 0 of low and high density phases. Recent 
work using large-scale MD simulations reports anoma
lous behavior in 2D as well [140,142]. In 3D we showed 
that a squared potential with a repulsive shoulder and an 
attractive well displays a phase diagram with a LL crit
ical point and no density anomaly [143, 144, 145, 146]. 
The continuous version of the the same shouldered at
tractive potential shows not only the LL critical point, but 
also the density anomaly [147,156]. We use the soft-core 
potential to investigate the relationship between configu-
rational entropy ĉonf and diffusion coefficient D. Recent 
work using the SPC/E potential [159] suggests that the 
temperature-density dependence of ĉonf may correlate 
with D, and that the maximum of ĉonf tracks the density 
maxima line. 

Two questions arise naturally from this emerging tax
onomy of liquid behavior First, is structural order in 
core-softened fluids hard-sphere or water-like? Second, 

is it possible to seamlessly connect the range of liquid 
behavior from hard spheres to water-like by a simple and 
common potential, simply by changing a physical param
eter? 

In recent work, Yanetal. [160,161,162] used a simple 
spherically-symmetric "hard-core plus ramp" potential 
to address the first question. They found that this core-
softened potential with two characteristic length scales 
not only gives rise to water-like diffusive and density 
anomalies, but also to an ED water-like order map, im
plying that orientational interactions are not necessary 
in order for a liquid to have structural anomalies. We 
are investigating the evolution of dynamic, thermody
namic and structural anomalies, using the ratio A of hard 
core and soft core length scales as a control parameter. 
We hope to show that the family of tunable spherically-
symmetric potentials so generated evolves continuously 
between hard sphere and water-like behavior; if success
ful, this will be the first demonstration that essential as
pects of the wide range of liquid behavior encompassed 
by hard spheres and tetrahedrally-coordinated network-
formers can be systematically traversed by varying a sin
gle control parameter We will study the equation of state, 
diffusion coefficient, and structural order parameters t 
and q. Our calculations seem to reveal a negative thermal 
expansion coefficient (static anomaly) and an increase 
of the diffusion coefficient upon isothermal compression 
(dynamic anomaly) for 0 < A < 6/7. As in bulk wa
ter, the regions where these anomalies occur are nested 
domes in the (r ,p) or {T,P) planes, with the "ther
modynamic anomaly dome" contained within the "dy
namic anomaly dome." The ED order map evolves from 
water-like to hard-sphere-like upon varying between 4/7 
and 6/7. Thus, we traverse the range of liquid behav
ior encompassed by hard spheres (A = 1) and water-like 
(A '-^ 4/7) by simply varying the ratio of hard to soft-core 
diameters. 

Further work is needed to establish whether a ratio of 
competing length scales close to 0.6 is generally asso
ciated with water-like anomalies in other core-softened 
potentials, e.g., achieving two characteristic length scales 
by using a hnear combination of Gaussian [163] poten
tials of different widths. 

In sum, motivated by the need to better understand the 
phenomenon of hquid polyamorphism [164, 165, 166], 
we are carrying out a systematic study of the effects of A 
and the ratio of characteristic energies on the existence of 
a LL transition, the positive or negative slope of the line 
of first-order LL transitions in the (P, T) plane, and the 
relationship, if any [143, 144], between the LL transition 
and density anomalies. We will perform calculations in 
parallel for both confined and bulk water. 
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Understanding "Dynamic Heterogeneities' Possible Significance of the Widom Line 

Recent Experiments on Confined Water 

Simulations and experiments both are consistent with 
the possibility that the LL critical point, if it exists at all, 
lies in the experimentally inaccessible No-Man's land. 
If this statement is valid, then at least two reactions are 
possible: 

(i) If something is not experimentally accessible, then 
it does not deserve discussion. 

(ii) If something is not experimentally accessible, but 
its influence is experimentally accessible, then dis
cussion is warranted. 

Option (ii) has guided most research thus far, since the 
manifestations of a critical point extend far away from 
the actual coordinates of that point. Indeed, accepting op
tion (i) means there is nothing more to discuss. However 
if we confine water, the homogeneous nucleation temper
ature decreases and it becomes possible to enter the No-
Man's land and, hence, search for the LL critical point. In 
fact, recent experiments at MIT and Messina by the Chen 
and Mallamace groups demonstrate that for nanopores 
of typically 1.5 nm diameter, the No-Man's land actually 
ceases to exist—one can supercool the liquid state all the 
way down to the glass temperature. Hence studying con
fined water offers the opportunity of directly testing, for 
the first time, the LL phase transition hypothesis. 

In fact, using two independent techniques, neutron 
scattering and NMR, the MIT and Messina groups found 
a sharp kink in the dynamic properties (a "dynamic 
crossover") at the same temperature Ti « 225K [90, 
167]. Our calculations on bulk models [168] are not in
consistent with one tentative interpretation of this dy
namic crossover as resulting from the system passing 
from the high-temperature high-pressure "HDL" side of 
the Widom line (where the liquid might display frag
ile behavior) to the low-temperature low-pressure "LDL" 
side of the Widom line (where the liquid might display 
strong behavior). By definition, the Widom line—defined 
to be the line in the pressure-temperature plane where the 
correlation length has its maximum—arises only if there 
is a critical point. Hence interpreting the MIT-Messina 
experiments in terms of a Widom line is of potential rel
evance to testing experimentally, for confined water, the 
liquid-liquid critical point hypothesis. 

The interpretation of the dynamic crossover could 
have implications for nanofluidics and perhaps even for 
natural confined water systems, e.g., some proteins ap
pear to undergo a change in their flexibility at approx
imately the same temperature Ti that the MIT-Messina 
experiments identify for the dynamic crossover in pure 
confined water. 

The conjectured interpretation of the MIT-Messina 
experiments relies on the concept of the Widom line, a 
concept not widely appreciated even though it has been 
known by experimentalists dating backto the 1958 Ph.D. 
thesis of J. M. H. Levelt (now Levelt-Sengers) [171]. 
Since a Widom line arises only from a critical point, if 
the MIT-Messina experiments can be rationalized by a 
Widom line then they are consistent with the existence 
of a LL critical point in confined water 

By definition, in a first order phase transition, thermo
dynamic functions discontinuously change as we cool 
the system along a path crossing the equilibrium coex
istence line [Fig. 2(a), path /3]. However in a real exper
iment, this discontinuous change may not occur at the 
coexistence line since a substance can remain in a su
percooled metastable phase until a limit of stability (a 
spinodal) is reached [4] [Fig. 2(b), path /3]. 

If the system is cooled isobarically along a path above 
the critical pressure Pc [Fig. 2(b), path a], the state func
tions continuously change from the values characteristic 
of a high temperature phase (gas) to those characteris
tic of a low temperature phase (liquid). The thermody
namic response functions which are the derivatives of 
the state functions with respect to temperature [e.g., Cp] 
have maxima at temperatures denoted Tmax{P)- Remark
ably these maxima are still prominent far above the crit
ical pressure [171, 172], and the values of the response 
functions at Tmax{P) (e.g., Cf^^) diverge as the critical 
point is approached. The lines of the maxima for dif
ferent response functions asymptotically approach one 
another as the critical point is approached, since all re
sponse functions become expressible in terms of the cor
relation length. This asymptotic line is sometimes called 
the Widom line, and is often regarded as an extension of 
the coexistence line into the "one-phase regime." 

Suppose now that the system is cooled at constant 
pressure PQ. (i) If Po > Pc ("path a"), experimentally-
measured quantities will change dramatically but contin
uously in the vicinity of the Widom line (with huge fluc
tuations as measured by, e.g., Cp). (ii) If Po < Pc ("path 
/3"), experimentally-measured quantities will change dis
continuously if the coexistence line is actually seen. 
However the coexistence line can be difficult to detect 
in a pure system due to metastability, and changes will 
occur only when the spinodal is approached where the 
gas phase is no longer stable. 

In the case of water—the most important solvent for 
biological function [173, 174]—a significant change in 
dynamical properties has been suggested to take place 
in deeply supercooled states [175, 176, 177, 178]. Un
like other network forming materials [179], water be
haves as a fragile liquid in the experimentally accessible 
window [176, 180, 181]. Based on analogies with other 
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FIGURE 2. (a) Schematic phase diagram for the critical region associated with a liquid-gas critical point. Two features 
display mathematical singularities: the critical point and the liquid-gas coexistence, (b) Same, with the addition of the gas-liquid 
spinodal and the Widom line. Along the Widom line, thermodynamic response functions have extrema in their T dependence. 
(c) A hypothetical phase diagram for water of possible relevance to recent confined water neutron scattering experiments 
[169, 167, 170, 90]. (d) A sketch of the P—T phase diagram for the two-scale Jagla model. 
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network forming liquids and with the thermodynamic 
properties of the amorphous forms of water, it has been 
suggested that, at ambient pressure, liquid water should 
show a crossover between fragile behavior at high T to 
strong behavior at low T [182, 177, 138, 139, 183] in 
the deep supercooled region of the phase diagram below 
the homogeneous nucleation line. This region may con
tain the hypothesized LL critical point [44], the terminal 
point of a line of first order LL phase transitions. Re
cently, dynamic crossovers in confined water were stud
ied experimentally [96, 184, 169, 90] since nucleation 
can be avoided in confined geometries. Also, a dynamic 
crossover has been associated with the LL phase transi
tion in both silicon and sihca [185,186]. In the following, 
we offer a very tentative interpretation of the observed 
fragility transition in water as arising from crossing the 
Widom line emanating from the hypothesized LL critical 
point [186] [Fig. 2, path a]. 

Methods Employed to Study Dynamic 
Crossovers in Confined Water 

Using MD simulations [187], we study three models, 
each of which has a LL critical point. Two of the mod
els, (the TIP5P [68] and the ST2 [188]) treat water as 
a multiple site rigid body, interacting via electrostatic 
site-site interactions complemented by a Lennard-Jones 
potential. The third model is the spherically symmetric 
"two-scale" Jagla potential with attractive and repulsive 
ramps which has been recently studied in the context of 
LL phase transitions and liquid anomalies [157,151]. For 
all three models, we evaluate the loci of maxima of the 
relevant response functions, KT and Cp, which coincide 
close to the critical point and give rise to the Widom line. 
We carefully explore the hypothesis that, for all three po
tentials, a dynamic crossover occurs when the Widom 
line is crossed. 

For TIP5P we find a LL critical point [69, 70], from 
which the Widom line develops [Fig.4(a)]. The coexis
tence curve is negatively sloped, so the Clapeyron equa
tion implies that the high-temperature phase is a high-
density liquid (HDL) and the low-temperature phase is 
a low-density liquid (LDL). The diffusion coefficient 
D is evaluated from the long time limit of the mean 
square displacement along isobars [Fig.4(b)]. We find 
that isobars crossing the Widom line (path a) show a 
clear crossover (i) from a non-Arrhenius behavior at high 
T [which can be well fitted by a power law function 
D r^ {T — IMCT)^], consistent with the mode coupling 
theory predictions [189]), (ii) to an Arrhenius behavior 
at low T [which can be described by D r^ exp(-£'a/r)]. 
The crossover between these two functional forms takes 
place when crossing the Widom line. 

For paths /3, crystalhzation occurs in TIP5P [69], so 
the hypothesis that there is no fragility transition cannot 
be checked at low temperature. Hence we consider a re
lated potential, ST2, for which crystallization is absent 
within the time scale of the simulation. Simulation de
tails are described in [190]. This potential also displays 
a LL critical point [44, 190] [Fig.4(c)]. Along paths a 
a fragility transition may take place, while along paths 
/3 the T dependence of D does not show any sign of 
crossover to Arrhenius behavior and the fragile behav
ior is retained down to the lowest studied temperature. 
Indeed, for paths /3, the entire T dependence can be fit 
by a power law {T - IMCT)^ [Fig.4(d)]. 

If indeed TIP5P and ST2 water models support the 
connection between the Widom line and the dynamic 
fragility transition, it is natural to ask which features 
of the water molecular potential are responsible for the 
properties of water, especially because water's unusual 
properties are shared by several other liquids whose 
inter-molecular potential has two energy (length) scales 
such as silicon and silica [185, 191, 186]. Hence we also 
investigate the two-scale spherically symmetric Jagla po
tential [157, 138, 139], displaying—without the need to 
supercool—a LL coexistence line which, unlike water, 
has a positive slope, implying that the Widom line is now 
crossed along a paths withP > Pc [Fig.4(e)]. We verify 
a crossover in the behavior of D{T) when the Widom 
line (Cp^^ line) is crossed, such that at high temperature, 
D exhibits an Arrhenius behavior, while at low tempera
ture it followa a non-Arrhenius behavior, consistent with 
a power law [Fig.4(f)]. Along a j5 path (P < Pc), D{T) 
appears to follow the Arrhenius behavior over the entire 
studied temperature range. Thus we test that the dynamic 
crossover coincides with the location of the Cf^^ line, ex
tending the conclusion of the TIP5P and ST2 potentials 
to a general two-scale spherically symmetric potential. 

Hamiltonian IModel of Water 

In Ref [148], we investigated the generality of the dy
namic crossover in a Hamiltonian model of water which 
displays a liquid-liquid phase transition at low tempera
tures. We consider a cell model that reproduces the fluid 
phase diagram of water and other tetrahedral network 
forming liquids [50, 51, 52, 53]. For sake of clarity, we 
focus on water to explain the motivation of the model. 
The model is based on the experimental observations that 
on decreasing P at constant T, or on decreasing T at con
stant P, (i) water displays an increasing local tetrahedral-
ity [149], (ii) the volume per molecule increases at suffi
ciently low P or T, and (iii) the O-O-O angular correla
tion increases [74], consistent with simulations [150]. 

The system is divided into cells / G [l,...,iV] on a 
regular square lattice, each containing a molecule with 
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volume V = V/N, where V > Nvo is the total volume 
of the system, and VQ is the hard-core volume of one 
molecule. The cell volume v is a continuous variable that 
gives the mean distance r = v'/'^ between molecules in 
d dimensions. The van der Waals attraction between the 
molecules is represented by a truncated Lennard-Jones 
potential with characteristic energy e > 0 

Uir) 12 
for r <RQ 

for r>Ro, (1) 

i/d _ 
where ^o = VQ is the hard-core distance [148]. 

Each molecule / has four bond indices (7y G [1 , . . . , ^], 
corresponding to the nearest-neighbor cells J. When two 
nearest-neighbor molecules have the facing Oij and ap 
in the same relative orientation, they decrease the energy 
by a constant J, with 0 < J < e, and form a bond, 
e.g. a (non-bifurcated) hydrogen bond for water, or a 
ionic bond for Si02. The choice J < e guarantees that 
bonds are formed only in the liquid phase. Bonding and 
intramolecular (IM) interactions are accounted for by the 
two Hamiltonian terms 

^B = - J ^ Soijoji (2) 
(iJ) 

where the sum is over n.n. cells, 0 < J < e is the bond 
energy, 5a,b = I if a = b and 5afi = 0 otherwise, and 

(3) 

where Z(fc/), denotes the sum over the IM bond indices 
(A:, /) of the molecule / and Ja > 0 is the IM interaction 
energy with J^, < J, which models the angular correla
tion between the bonds on the same molecule. The total 
energy of the system is the sum of the van der Waals in
teraction and Eqs. (2) and (3). 

We find that different response functions such as Cp, 
Up (see Fig. 3) show maxima and these maxima in
crease and seem to diverge as the critical pressure is 
approached, consistent with the picture of Widom line 
that we discussed for other water models in the sections 
above. Moreover we find that the temperature derivative 
of the number of hydrogen bonds dNHs/dT displays a 
maximum in the same region where the other thermody
namic response functions have maxima; suggesting that 
the fluctuations in the number of hydrogen bonds is max
imum at the Widom line temperature Tw-

To father test if this model system also displays a 
dynamic crossover as found in the other models of water, 
we study the total spin relaxation time of the system as 
a function of T for different pressures. We find that for 
.Ja/£ = 0.05 (liquid-liquid critical point scenario) the 
crossover occurs at %(P) for P < PQI [Fig. 5(a)]. For 

completeness we study the system also in the case of 
singularity free scenario, corresponding to Ja = 0. For 
J(7 = 0 the crossover is at T{Cf^^), the temperature of 
Ĉ ^̂ " [Fig. 5(b)]. 

We next calculate the Arrhenius activation energy 
EA{P) from the low-r slope of logT vs. \/T [Fig. 6(a)]. 
We extrapolate the temperature TA{P) at which T reaches 
a fixed macroscopic time TA > TC. We choose TA = lO'^ 
MC steps > 100 sec [131] [Fig. 6(b)]. We find that £ 'A(P) 

and TA{P) decrease upon increasing P in both scenar
ios, providing no distinction between the two interpre
tations. Instead, we find a dramatic difference in the P 
dependence of the quantity Ex/ikBTA,) in the two sce
narios, increasing for the LL critical point scenario and 
approximately constant for the singularity free scenario 
[Fig. 6(c)]. 

Glass Transition in Biomolecules 

Next we explore the hypothesis [211] that the observed 
glass transition in biomolecules [198, 212, 213, 214, 
215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224] is re
lated to the liquid-liquid phase transition using molec
ular dynamics (MD) simulations. Specifically, Kumar et 
al. [211] studied the dynamic and thermodynamic behav
ior of lysozyme and DNA in hydration TIP5P water, by 
means of the software package GROMACS [225] for (i) 
an orthorhombic form of hen egg-white lysozyme [226] 
and (ii) a Dickerson dodecamer DNA [227] at constant 
pressure P = 1 atm, several constant temperatures T, and 
constant number of water molecules N (NPT ensemble). 

The simulation results for the mean square fluctuations 
(x )̂ of both protein and DNA are shown in Figure 7(a). 
Kumar et al. calculated the mean square fluctuations (x )̂ 
of the biomolecules from the equilibrated configurations, 
first for each atom over 1 ns, and then averaged over the 
total number of atoms in the biomolecule. They find that 
(x )̂ changes its functional form below Tp « 245 K, for 
both lysozyme [Fig. 7(a)] and DNA [Fig. 7(b)]. 

Kumar et al. next calculated Cp by numerical differ
entiation of the total enthalpy of the system (protein and 
water) by fitting the simulation data for enthalpy with 
a fifth order polynomial, and then taking the derivative 
with respect to T. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) display maxima 
of Cp{T) at 2w « 250 ± 10 K for both biomolecules. 

Further, to describe the quantitative changes in struc
ture of hydration water, Kumar et al. calculated the local 
tetrahedral order parameter Q [136, 160, 161, 162] for 
hydration water surrounding lysozyme and DNA. Fig
ures 8(c) and 8(d) show that the rate of increase of Q has 
a maximum at 245 ± 10 K for lysozyme and DNA hy
dration water respectively; the same temperatures of the 
crossover in the behavior of mean square fluctuations. 
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FIGURE 3. (a) Phase diagram below TMD line shows that \dp-s./dT\'^'^'^ (O) coincides with the Widom line Tw{P) (solid line) 
within error bars: C' is the HDL-LDL critical point, end of first-order phase transition line (thick line) [148]; symbols are maxima 
foriV = 3600 of lapl""" (Q), Cp'"" (n), and \dp^ldT\^'^ (O); upper and lower dashed line are quadratic fits of lapl""" and C^" , 
respectively, consistent with C'; lapl™"" and Cf'^'^ are consistent within error bars. Maxima are estimated from panels (b), (c) and 
(d), where each quantity is shown as fimctions of T for different P <Pc'• In(e) \dp^ldT\^^ is the numerical derivative of/ig from 
simulations in (d). 

Upon cooling, the diffusivity of hydration water ex
hibits a dynamic crossover from non-Arrhenius to Arrhe-
nius behavior at the crossover temperature Ty, « 245 ± 
10 K [Figure 8(e)]. The coincidence of Tx with IJ, within 
the error bars indicates that the behavior of the protein 
is strongly coupled with the behavior of the surround
ing solvent, in agreement with recent experiments [198]. 
Note that T^ is much higher than the glass transition tem
perature, estimated for TIP5P as 7^ = 215K. Thus this 
crossover is not likely to be related to the glass transition 
in water. 

The fact that Tp « Tx « % is evidence of the corre
lation between the changes in protein fluctuations [Fig
ure 7(a)] and the hydration water thermodynamics [Fig
ure 8(a)]. Thus these resuhs are consistent with the pos
sibility that the protein glass transition is related to the 
Widom line (and hence to the hypothesized liquid-liquid 
critical point). Crossing the Widom line corresponds to 
a continuous but rapid transition of the properties of wa
ter from those resembling the properties of a local HDL 
structure for T > Tw{P) to those resembling the proper
ties of a local LDL structure for T < 2w(/'). A conse
quence is the expectation that the fluctuations of the pro
tein residues in predominantly LDL-like water (more or
dered and more rigid) just below the Widom line should 
be smaller than the fluctuations in predominantly HDL-
like water (less ordered and less rigid) just above the 
Widom line. 

The quantitative agreement of the resuhs for both 
DNA and lysozyme [Figures 3 and 4] suggests that it is 
indeed the changes in the properties of hydration water 
that are responsible for the changes in dynamics of the 
protein and DNA biomolecules. Our results are in qual
itative agreement with recent experiments on hydrated 
protein and DNA [228] which found the crossover in 
side-chain fluctuations at Pr, « 225 K. 

Outlook 

It is possible that other phenomena that appear to occur 
on crossing the Widom line are in fact not coincidences, 
but are related to the changes in local structure that oc
cur when the system changes from the "HDL-like" side 
to the "LDL-like" side. In this work we concentrated on 
reviewing the evidence for changes in dynamic trans
port properties, such as diffusion constant and relaxation 
time. Additional examples include: (1) a breakdown of 
the Stokes-Einstein relation for P < Pw{P) [192, 193? 
, 195, 196, 197], (2) systematic changes in the static 
structure factor S{q) and the corresponding pair correla
tion function g(r) reveahng that for P < Pw{P) the sys
tem more resembles the structure of LDL than HDL, (3) 
appearance for P < Pw{P) of a shoulder in the dynamic 
structure factor S{q, (o) at a frequency co « 60 cm^' « 2 
THz [198, 199], (4) rapid increase in hydrogen bonding 
degree for P < Pw{P) [200, 201], (5) a minimum in the 
density at low temperature [202], and (6) a scaled equa
tion of state near the critical point [203]. It is important 
to know how general a given phenomenon is, such as 
crossing the Widom line which by definition is present 
whenever there is a critical point. Using data on other 
liquids which have local tetrahedral symmetry, such as 
silicon and silica, which appear to also display a liquid-
liquid critical point and hence must possess a Widom line 
emanating from this point into the one-phase region. For 
example, we learned of interesting new work on silicon, 
which also interprets structural changes as arising from 
crossing the Widom fine of sflicon [204]. It might be in
teresting to test the effect of the Widom line on simple 
model systems that display a liquid-liquid critical point, 
such as two-scale symmetric potentials of the sort re
cently studied by Xu and her collaborators [205] or by 
Franzese [147] and Barros de Oliveira and coworkers 
[156]. 

Very recently, Mallamace and his collaborators suc
ceeded in locating the Widom line by finding a clearcut 
maximum in the coefficient of thermal expansion, at 
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FIGURE 4. (a) Relevant part of the phase diagram for the T1P5P potential, showing the liquid-liquid critical point C at 
Pc = 320 MPa and 7̂  = 217 K , the line of maximum of isobaric specific heat Cj^'^'^ and the line of maximum of isothermal 
compressibility Kf^^. (b) £) as a fiinction of T for P = 100 MPa (path a). At high temperatures, D behaves like that of a non-
Arrhenius liquid and can be fit by £) -̂  (T — TMCTY (also shown in the inset) where TMCT = 220 K and 7=1.942, while at low 
temperatures the dynamic behavior changes to that of a liquid where D is Arrhenius. (c) The same for the ST2 potential. The 
liquid-hquid critical point C is located at Pc = 246 MPa and Tc = 146 K. (d) £) as a function of T for P = 100 MPa (path a). At 
high temperatures, D behaves like that of a non-Arrhenius liquid and can be fit by £) -̂  (P — TMCTY (also shown in the inset) where 
TMCT = 239 K and y= 1.57, while at low temperatures the dynamic behavior changes to that of a liquid where D is Arrhenius. (e) 
Phase diagram for the Jagla potential in the vicinity of the liquid-liquid phase transition. Shown are the liquid-liquid critical point 
C located at Pc = 0.24 and Tc = 0.37, the line of isobaric specific heat maximum Cf^^, the line of isothermal compressibility AT™", 
and spinodal lines, (f) P) as a function of P for P = 0.250 (squares, path a) and P = 0.225 (triangles, path j3). Along path a, one 
can see a sharp crossover from the high temperature Arrhenius behavior P) ~ exp(—1.53/P) with lower activation energy to alow 
temperature Arrhenius behavior D ~ exp(—6.3/P) with high activation energy, which is a characteristic of the HDL. Along path 
j3, there is no sharp changes near the critical point, because the liquid remains in the LDL phase. However, near the glass transition, 
LDL exhibits a non-Arrhenius behavior characterized by the VFT fit at very low temperature. 
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relaxation time T for a range of different pressures, (a) The LL critical point (LLCP) scenario, with crossover temperature at Tjf (P). 
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non-Arrhenius fits, respectively. Notice that the dynamic crossover occurs at approximately the same value of T for all seven values 
of pressure studied. 
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FIGURE 7. Mean square fluctuation of (a) lysozyme, and (b) DNA showing that there is a transition around 7J, ~ 242 ± 10 K 
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Tw « 225K [206, 207, 208], which remarkably is the 
same temperature as the specific heat maximum [209]. 
Also, private discussions with Jacob Klein reveal a pos
sible reason for why confined water does not freeze 
at -38C, the bulk homogeneous nucleation temperature: 
Klein and co-workers [210] noted that confined water 
behaves differently than typical liquids in that it water 
does not experience the huge increase in viscosity char
acteristic of other strongly confined liquids. They inter
pret this experimental finding as arising from the fact that 
strong confinement hampers the formation of a hydrogen 
bonded network, and we know from classic work of Li
nus Pauling that without the extensive hydrogen bonded 
network, water's freezing temperature will be depressed 
by more than 100 degrees. Thus confinement reduces the 
extent of the hydrogen bonded network and hence lowers 
the freezing temperature, but leaves the key tetrahedral 
local geometry of the water molecule itself unchanged. 
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